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You will need: card stock {for the card base/greeting}, patterned paper {DSP}, cutting tool of choice, scissors, scoring 
board/tool, bone folder, circle die/punch, doily, stamp/ink, sponge, ribbon, bakers twine, adhesives, embellishments. 
∗Please note: if you do not have a circle die/punch, you can cut any shape which will also look nice. 

#1} Cut a piece of card stock to 4 1/4" x 11". Score at 5 1/2", fold and crease with the bone folder. This is the card 
base. I used the same white card stock to die cut a circle for the greeting. 

#2} Cut a piece of card stock to 4 1/8" x 5 3/8" {mat for the DSP layer} and a piece of DSP to 4" x 5 1/4". 

These are the paper pieces. 
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#3} Layer the DSP on the mat leaving equal borders on all four sides. Cut a length of ribbon long enough to wrap 
around the matted DSP with at least 1 1/2" {on each end} extending  past, as shown. Tie with bakers twine {either a 

bow or knot is fine} and snip ends. Center and attach this panel to the card base leaving equal borders on all four 
sides. 

    

  

#4} Stamp the greeting on the circle. I added a few flowers as well but these are optional. 

#5} The doily can be left white or sponged to coordinate with the paper or ribbon. If you decide to sponge it, be sure to 

pounce the sponge up and down. This will lessen the chance of the doily wrinkling or tearing as they are quite delicate. 
I found this out the hard way! Center the doily in the middle of the DSP panel over the ribbon and adhere. ∗Please 

note: the doily could have been left white but I wanted it to be very subtle on the card front just to add a bit of texture. 
Because the center of the doily was going to be covered with the greeting, I didn't sponge it. 

    

  

#6} Add some dimensional adhesive to the back of the greeting piece and adhere to the doily. 

#7} Now to embellish! I die cut some leaves and tucked them in behind the circle. Then added some white Nuvo drops to the flower 
centers and bottom right corner. For the inside, I stamped another greeting and a few more flowers. 
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